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Introduction
Without further mention all structures considered in this paper will beJinite. Any notion not defined is explained in either [l, 2, 53 or [14, 151. According to a famous Theorem of Dilworth [2, p. 1251 each lattice L is embeddable into a geometric lattice G, i.e. there is an injective lattice homomorphism 4 : L-G. Denoting by 6(L) the length of the longest chain from 0 to 1, one can always achieve 6(G) < 26'L'-' [4, Th eorem 2.11. This upper bound is easily seen to be sharp [6, p. 3631 . Settling a long standing conjecture, Dilworth's Theorem was sharpened by Pudlak and Tuma [12] who showed that each lattice L is even embeddable into a partition lattice P. However, their proof yields partition lattices P= Part( V) on a ground set V whose length d(P)= 1 VI -1 is superexponential in 6(L).
We are interested in embeddings 4: L+G respectively 4: L-P which are cover preserving (cp). This is equivalent to the optimal bounds 6(G)= 6(L) (clear) respectively d(P)= 6(L) (Corollary 8) . It follows from the proof of Dilworth's Theorem that a lattice L is cp embeddable into a geometric lattice iff L is semimodular. The corresponding result for cp embeddability into partition lattices is not true. Besides semimodularity, the most obvious further necessary condition is the non-existence of covering sublattices M4 (the length 2 lattice with 4 atoms).
If one restricts the class of semimodular lattices to the class of geometric lattices, then a neat answer to the embeddability problem can be given: According to Peele [l 1, Theorem 5.11 a geometric lattice L is cp embeddable into a partition lattice iff L itself is isomorphic to a direct product of partition lattices. In the present paper we restrict the class of semimodular lattices to the class of modular lattices, and derive some necessary and some sufficient conditions for cover preserving embeddability.
Our methods of proof are completely different from the ones in [ 121 and [ll] . Let us now survey the structure of the paper in more detail.
In Section 2 we give a short proof of the fact that each semimodular lattice L is cp embeddable into a geometric lattice (Theorem 4). This will be done by considering matroids on the join irreducibles J(L).
In the remainder of the paper we specialize 'geometric lattice' to 'partition lattice' and 'semi-modular ' to 'modular'. In Section 3 it is shown that a modular lattice L which is cp embeddable into a partition lattice, enjoys special properties (Theorem 6). First, besides covering sublattices M,, certain configurations of covering sublattices M3 cannot occur either. Secondly, L must be %-distributive.
Conversely, our efforts to derive reasonable sufficient conditions for cp partition embeddability may be divided in three steps. As a first step we show in Section 4 that a modular lattice L is cp partition embeddable if there is a graphic matroid on its set J(L) of join irreducibles which satisfies two natural conditions (Theorem 7). In fact, these conditions are also necessary for cp partition embeddability, but they are somewhat hard to verify.
In [9] we associated with a modular lattice L a (not uniquely determined) partial linear space (J(L), A) with point set J(L) and line set n ~2~'~', such that the lattice of /l-closed order ideals of (J(L), <) is isomorphic to L. These partial linear spaces, called bases of lines, generalize to arbitrary modular lattices the well-known descriptions of distributive, respectively geometric modular lattices. The concept of a base of lines was the crucial tool for many results in [9] , and it will be crucial here as well. Namely, as a second step, we shall see that the existence of certain 'regular' bases of lines (J(L), A) allows for the construction of graphic matroids (J(L), -) satisfying the conditions mentioned above. Here the 2-distributivity of L plays a major role.
In the third step we give 'forbidden minor' type conditions for a a-distributive modular lattice L which imply the existence of regular bases of lines (J(L), A). These forbidden minors are covering M,'s and certain configurations of covering MS's which are somewhat more general than the ones considered in Section 3.
Condensing the above remarks one can say the following. The join irreducibles J(L) of a modular lattice L will be interpreted in two further ways: As edges of a graph, and as points of a partial linear space. Roughly speaking, Section 4 relates modular lattices and graphs, Section 5 relates graphs and partial linear spaces, and Sections 6,7 relate partial linear spaces and modular lattices.
In Section 8 the pieces are put together to obtain the main Theorem 23 and its Corollaries. For example, it turns out that acyclic modular lattices [9] are cp partition embeddable, and that cp partition embeddability is not preserved under duality. Also an illustrative example of a 71-element non-acyclic modular lattice, which is cp partition embeddable, will be given. In Section 9 we compare our results about cp partition embeddability with the ones about cp k-linear embeddability obtained in [9] .
Cover preserving embeddability into geometric lattices
Theorem 4, the main result in this section, is a special case of Dilworth's Embedding Theorem. Most of the Lemmas here are interesting in their own right. In particular, Lemma 1 is a slight generalization of Lemma D in [lo] , and Lemma 5 exhibits an interesting property of modular lattices which will be used in Sections 4 and 9.
A Proof. By duality it suffices to prove the claim for upper semimodular lattices. To show $(a+b)=$(a)++ (b) by induction on 6(a)+6(b) we may assume that s(a)+6(b) >2 and that a has a lower cover a< a. By semimodularity either a+b=a+b or a+b -=C a+b. In the first case induction yields +(a)+&b)d
~(a+b)=qS(a+b)=q5(a)+~(b)d~(a)+~(b).
In the second case induction gives $(a)+W)=#(a)+(W+b(b))=&a)+4(a+b). Now 4(a)$&a+b) since a$g+b, and 4(a+ b) 4 4(a + b) since 4 is cover preserving. Hence
4(a)+4(a+b)=4(a+b). 0
The semimodularity assumption in Lemma 1 is crucial: Let L be the lattice obtained from the cube L' := 23 by removing one coatom. Then the cp order embedding L E L' is not a join embedding.
For a lattice L let J(L) be the set of nonzero join irreducibles. Put J(a) := { p~.f(L) 1 p < a} for all aEL and denote by p the unique lower cover of a join irreducible p. In the sequel 'semimodular' will always mean 'upper semimodular'. For a semimodular lattice L put 6(L):=6(1) where 6 is its height function. The rank of a matroid (J, -) is denoted by r(J, -).
Lemma 2. Let L be a semimodular lattice.
( 
a) Let 4: L+T(K, -) be a cover preserving O-embedding (i.e. $(O)=O) into thejat lattice of a matroid (K, -). Then there is a simple matroid (J(L)
,
Psa

p~J(b)-J(a).
Then p'~J'(b).
On the other hand is well defined. It is obviously a meet O,l-embedding. Moreover by (1) one has 6(L) = 6( 5!?( J(L), -)) which forces 4 to be cover preserving. By Lemma 1 it follows that 4 is also join preserving. 0
Recall that a function f: L-N on a lattice L is submodular iff(XY)+.f(X+ Y)< f(X) +f( Y) for all X, YEL. The following Lemma is essentially Theorem 2 in [13, p. 1171; its last statement is an easy exercise. The fact below also follows easily from the proof of Dilworth's Embedding Theorem [2, p. 125-1311. Another proof is given in [6, Lemma 171. The merit of the proof given here is its shortness.
Theorem 4 [2]. A lattice L is cover preserving O,l-embeddable into a geometric lattice ifs L is semimodular.
Proof. It is easily seen that a covering sublattice of a geometric (or semimodular) lattice is semimodular.
Conversely, given a semimodular lattice L, identify L with the closure system { J(a) 1 a EL} on J(L). Lemma 3 applied to the height function 6 : L-r N yields a matroid (J(L), -) which satisfies (1) and (2). Hence L is cp O,l-embeddable into the geometric lattice Z(J(L), -) by Lemma 2. 0
The next Lemma states that for modular lattices L the necessary condition (a) of Lemma 2 is also sufficient.
Lemma 5. Let L be a modular lattice and (K, -) a matroid. There is a cover preserving O-embedding $11 L-+Y(K, -) iff the following holds: There is a simple matroid (J(L), -), isomorphic to a submatroid of (K, -), which satisfies (1) and (2). Assuming J(L)EK, 4 can be given by 4(a):=Jz.
Proof. It remains to show the sufficiency of the above condition. So assume there is a simple matroid (J(L), -) with (1) and (2) which is a submatroid of some matroid Denote by M, the length 2 lattice with n atoms (na2). An element x of a modular lattice L is an M,-element if the lower covers Xi < x generate a sublattice M,, i.e. any distinct xi, xj meet in the same element x,,. This will henceforth be the standard notation whenever we deal with an M,-element x (analogously for y, z, . . . ). Put E(L) := {x 1 x is an M,-element for some n s 3). The elements of E(L) are the essential elements of L. For distinct x, y EE(L) write x L y if a 'lower quotient' of x transposes downwards to an 'upper quotient' of y, i.e. (Xi/xo) L ( y/Yj) for some i, j. Define x /* y similarly. If we want to specify only one index we e.g. write x L ( y/yj) or (x/xi) 7 y.
(Observe that the unit element w of a covering sublattice M, = (w. < wl, . . . , w, <w} is generally not an M,-element; but then the quotient w/w0 transposes downwards to a quotient x/x0 where x is an M,-element. Consider, e.g., the quotients (60/39) respectively (47/30) in Fig. 5 
The unit element of the lattice L1 shown in Fig. 1 is of type (3.3s). The terminology 'type (3.3s)' will become clear in Section 7.
For a set V' denote the partition lattice on V by Part( I'). It consists of all families x={ Vi, . . . , V,.) with V= VI CJ... u V, ( I',#@). The elements ViEx are the blocks of x (see [S] ). 
. n}).
It is easily seen that each interval (x/y)s Part(n) is isomorphic to a direct product of partition lattices. In particular an interval of length two is isomorphic to Part(3)= M3 or to Part(2) x Part(Z)= M2. Thus M4 cannot be a covering sublattice of L, i.e. L is of order 2. An interval of length 3 of Part(n) is isomorphic to either Part(4) or Part(3) x Part(2) or Part(2) x Part(2) x Part(2). Since none of these lattices has more than six atoms, none of them is the subspace lattice of a nondegenerate projective plane (which has at least seven points). Therefore L is 2-distributive by (4) . Now assume that L contains a MS-element x of type (3.3s). The partition x contains, like any MJ-element in L, a 'characteristic block' b(x) E x, This is the unique block of x such that for some decomposition (l, 2,3}) . By induction on the M,-elements ui we shall see that b(y) must be a subset of XZ uX,. The analogous argument applied to the vi respectively wi then leads to the contradiction More remarks about cover preserving k-linear representations follow in Section 9. In particular, the lattice L1 of Fig. 1 will be seen to be cp embeddable into L(k") for any k, thereby proving false the converse of Corollary 9.
In the following Sections 5, 6 and 7 we shall develop verijiable sufficient conditions for the existence of a graph G = ( I', J(L)) occurring in Theorem 7. As an easy first step, Lemma 10 below reduces condition (2) to the behaviour of the chordless cycles of G. Interestingly, at this point the modularity of L is irrelevant. (ii) For each cycle CsJ ofG one has (Vq E C) q<C(C-{q}).
Proof. (i) implies (ii). Assume that C E J is a cycle of G which has a chord p E J-C. Then C=C1uC2 such that C,u{p} and C,u{p} are cycles of smaller length. Let q E C be an arbitrary element, say q E C1. By assumption (i) and induction on the cycle length one has q d C( C1 -{q}) + p and also p d C C2. Hence (ii) implies (iii). Recall th a a subset Sofa matroid (M,-) is closed iff (C-{q})sS t implies q E S for all cycles C of (M, -) and q E C. In our case, it follows
E J(a).
(iii) implies (i). Assume there is a chordless cycle C c J of G with a q E C such that q $ C(C-{q}).
Then for a:=C(C-{q}) the set J(a) is not closed. 0
Partial linear spaces and graphs
We shall associate certain graphs G =( V, J) with certain partial linear spaces. If J happens to be the set of join irreducibles J(L) of a modular lattice L, then Lemma 10 and Lemma 15 state that the cycle matroid (J, -) of G satisfies (1) and (2) provided the associated partial linear space enjoys two corresponding properties (to be dealt with in Section 7).
Recall that a partial linear space is a pair (J, A) consisting of a set J of points and a set il E 2 of lines such that (91 k 2 for all g E n and (gnh( < 1 for all distinct g, h E A. For brevity we henceforth mostly refer to (J, A) as a space. Any two points p #q of a space (J, A) lie on at most one line g which we then denote by [p, q] 
Lemma 11. (a) Let (J, A) be a partial linear space. Then the bases ofM(J, A) are the bases of a cographic matroid on M( J, A). (b) 1f( J, ,4) is a graph (i.e. 2-space) then its bond matroid is isomorphic to a generating submatroid of M( J, A).
Proof. Let us start with the more familiar case. (b) If (J, A) is a graph then each edge g = (pl,pz} E A induces the two point splittings (g, pl) and (g, pz) of M(J, A). Choosing one of them for each g E n yields a subset M'c M( J, A). Show that the bases B contained in M' correspond bijectively to the complements of spanning forests of (J, A); then M' is isomorphic to the bond matroid of (J, A). Indeed, if B = ( (gi, pi) ) i E I} c M' is a base, then (J, A)" is acyclic with the same number of connected components.
Hence T:= A -{gi I i E Z} is (the edge set of) a spanning forest of (J, A). Conversely, each spanning forest T arises in this way from a unique base J3 = {(g, In the remainder of this section we consider spaces (J, /i) whose point set J bijectively corresponds to the edge set J' of some (simple) graph G = ( V, J'). To simplify notation identify J with J'. It will always be clear from the context if an element p E J is to be considered as a point of (J, A) or as an edge of the associated graph G = ( V, J). (i E I). Given a compatible assignment, define the associated graph of (J, A) by G :=( V, J) (V := U 1 Vi). Note that each assignment of graphs can easily be turned into a compatible one. 
Lemma
Let (J, A) be a tree of the spaces (J', A') (1 di<e). Assume that G'=( Vi, J') (1 <i<e) is a compatible assignment of associated graphs and that G=( V, J) is the associated graph of (J, A). Denote the cycle matroids of the G' respectively G by (J', -) respectively (J, -). (a) r(J, A)=CT r(J', Ai). (b) r(J,-)=Cfr(J',-)-(e-l). (c) lf
(J*,-)=I?-' r(Ji,Ai)-(e-2).
From IV'nV*/=2follows r(J,-)=JV~-l=(~V"~-l)+(~Ve~-l)
-l=r(J*,-)+r(J',-)-l=xyr(J',-)-(e-l).
(c) Let J'nJ*={p} and V'nV*=(cr,fi} ( w h ence p = (a, j?)). Assume that C z J is a chordless cycle of G. If C 5 J e we are done. Suppose that C $ J" and C $Z (JO-J'). Then C 'switches' an even number of times between J' and (JO-J'), i.e. there is an even number of 'switching vertices' on C. Since any switching vertex clearly belongs to V* n V'= {a, /I}, the vertices a and /? lie onC. But now, since C is chordless, they must be subsequent vertices. In other words, (x, fi) E J' is an edge of C and all other edges of C belong to (JO-J').
Hence Cc Jo and the claim follows by induction. 0
From now on we only consider 3-spaces (J, A). The crucial notion is that of a 'middlepoint isolated space'. These will be the building stones for certain regular and quasiregular spaces. For each line g E /1 of a 3-space (J, A) fix a point p E g, to be called the middlepoint of g. Of course, p will be placed in the 'middle' of g in any drawing of (J, A) (but cf. the remark after (9) (1 di<c). (b) By Lemma 12(c) it suffices to show that each chordless cycle CSH in the associated graph G = ( W, H) of a mpi space (H, d ) is of the form (6) or (7) .
Lemma 14. Let (J, A) be a regzdar space with associated graph G = ( V, J). Denote its cycle matroid by (J, -).
First case: C contains an endpoint p = (0, i) of( H, A).
Then its 'right' neighbour edge q = (i j) must obviously be a middlepoint of (H, d) which lies on a common line with p.
But thenC=((O, i),(i,j),(j,O)} since otherwise (j, 0) would be a chord of C. Thus C is of form (6) .
Second case: C contains only middlepoints of(H, A)
. Then all edges of C are of the form q = (i, j) (i, j#O) and it is clear that two adjacent edges q, q' E C correspond to middlepoints of intersecting lines g, g' E A. It follows easily that C is of form (7). 0
It is possible to extend Lemma 14 to certain nonregular 3-spaces (J', A'). Assume that (J, /i) is a connected regular space built up from the mpi spaces (Jk, nk) (1 <k <e). To each ( Jk, nk) we shall add certain lines g = {q, s, t} joining a middlepoint q of ( Jk, Ak) with an endpoint t of ( Jk, Ak) and having s$ J as a middlepoint.
Thus one will get nonregular cycles in the so obtained 'quasi mpi' space (Jk', A"') (we keep the terminology 'mpi' although some middlepoints of (J k', A k') are no more isolated!). No lines g joining distinct mpi spaces will be added. 
Lemma 15. Let (J, A) be a quasiregular space with associated graph G =( V, J). Denote its cycle matroid by (J, -). (a) r(J, -)=r(J, A)+c(J, A). (b) Each chordless cycle CC J of G, considered as a point set of the space (J, A), is of the form (6) or (7).
Proof. (a) It suffices to show that r(H), -)=r(H',
A')+ 1 for any quasi mpi space (H', A') arising from an enrichable mpi space (H, A) (then (a) follows as in the proof of Let p=pd be the cutpoint between (Hd, dd) and some (Hdo, Ado), and suppose the endpoints of these two mpi spaces are labelled as (a, *) respectively (/I, *). 
.,g,).
The inductive structure of the proof requires to show the following stronger fact. 
'). Then C, as a point set of the space (H', A'), has shape (6) or (7), respectively (8).
Observe that for quasiregular spaces a point qi of diagram (7) or (8), although placed in the middle, needs not to be the designated middlepoint of that line (cf. the proof below). But all that matters in Lemma 20, will be, that the intersection points ri in (7) form a cycle of (H', A').
Proof of (9) . First case: The basepoint q is in HdO (see Fig. 3 ; there 4= (x,4) (Ad':=Adu{gl,...,gn}) is a mpi space. For CGH" the claim follows by induction since (HO', A") is a quasi mpi space with fewer mpi components than (H', A'). So assume C $ Hd' and C $Z Ho'. Hence C switches between the parts Hd' and (Ho'-Hd'). If C is a cycle, then the number of switching vertices on C must be even.
But the same is true if C is a path since by assumption q1 and qm lie in the same part.
Any switching vertex belongs to the intersection of the vertex sets of the associated graphs of (HO', A0 ') and ( Hd', Ad'). Because this intersection is {a, /I, 4}, the set of switching vertices is {c (, fi} or {a, 4) 
Hence the edge is rc(H"-Hd').
It follows that C is contained in the mpi space (Hd' u {r>, Ad' u {p, q, r}), whence C is of form (6), (7) or (8) of the quasi mpi space (HO", A"'). Note that this quasi mpi space has fewer mpi components than (H', A') Subcase (a): C is u cycle. Then qi-1 and qi+ 1 are the end-edges of the path C -(qi}.
By the above one can apply (9) and derives that C -{ qi} is of form (8). Hence C is of form (7) (place r between p and q).
Subcase (b): C is a path. Then C -{ qi} is the disjoint union of the non-empty paths {41,...,qi-l}and{qi+,,..., qm} (possibly q1 = qi_ 1 but qi+ 1 #q,). Recall that q1 and qm lie in the same mpi component of (H', A') whence in the same mpi component of (HO", A"').
There is a smallest index je { 1, . . . , i-l} and a biggest index kE{i+l,..., m) such that qj respectively qk are middlepoints of (Hd", A&). Applying (9) shows that the paths {qj, . . , qi-I} and {qi+ r, . . . , qk} are both of form (8). It remains to check that also {ql, . . . ,qj) and {qk, . . . , q,,,} are of form (8) The path {ql, . . . , qj, u, qk, . . . , q,,,} is chordless since any chord would be a chord of C. Hence applying (9) shows that it is of form (8), and so are its partS { 41, . . . ) qj) and { qk, . . , q,,,}. q
Modular lattices and partial linear spaces
In this section we summarize, and partly reprove, some crucial facts contained in [9] (see also [S] ). First arbitrary modular lattices L are considered; later on L will be also 2-distributive.
A line of a modular lattice L is an at least 3-element subset g E J( L), maximal with the property that p + q = 1 g for all distinct p, q E g. Let Observe that the classical duality (see, e.g. [S] ) between projective spaces (P, A) and geometric modular lattices L is the special case of (10) where P = J(L) is unordered. Also the isomorphism between a distributive lattice L and the lattice of order ideals of ( J(L), <) is the special case of (10) 
, (J(L),, A,). Then c=s and up to permutation J(L), =J,(L), ..*, d(L),=J,(L).
Closely related to the lines of a modular lattice L are its essential elements, which were defined in Section 3. Lemma 16 yields alternative proofs of facts (12) and (13) below which were established in [9] (however, its main application will be in the proof of Lemmas 17 and 18). 
Lemma 16 [2, p. 1871. Let uJb and cJd be prime quotients of a modular lattice L which have a common upper transpose e/f: Then also (a + c)/h (h := (a + c) f) is a common upper transpose. Furthermore, one of the following cases occurs. (a) If bd =uc then {a+~, u+d, h, b+c, b+d} is a covering sublattice M,. (b) If bd < UC then h = b + d and {u + c, h, a, b, c, d, ac, bd > is a (generally not covering) sublattice isomorphic to the cube 23. (12) [9, Lemma 2.21 For each M,-element x (n > 3) of a modular lattice L and points pi~J(Xi/xo) the set g=gx := (~1, . . ..p.) isulineofL.Converselyletg={pl,...,p,} be a n-element line. Then x =xg := 1 g is a M,-element and up to permutation
Let a/b be a prime quotient of a modular lattice L. Then any distinct p, qE J(a/b) lie on a common line, i.e. p+q is essential.
Proofoj" ( 13) . Again pq = pq, but now a/b is a common upper transpose. As before one concludes that p+q is essential. 0
Analogous to J(a) and J(a/b) (a/b a prime quotient) define E(a):= {xEE(L)I xda} and E(a/b) := { x E E(L) 1 x d a, x $ b}. The localization of a base of lines (J(L), A) to the prime quotient (a/b)E L is the partial linear space (J(a/b), A(a/b)) with A(a/b) ;I$a/b) I xg E E(a/b)) and g(a/b) := g A J(a/b). As a strengthening of (13) one can (14) [9, Lemma 5.23 Any localization (J(a/b), A(a/b)) of any base (J(L), A) of a modular lattice L is connected.
Let us illustrate these concepts on the modular lattice LZ of Fig. 5(a) . It has 71 elements, among which 26 join irreducibles and 15 essential ones. Since all essential elements are M,-elements, each base of lines will be a 3-space. Consider, e.g., Fig. 5(b) . Because it is connected, L2 must be subdirectly irreducible by (11). Concerning (13) and (14), consider, e.g., the prime quotient 
the base (J(L,), A) = ( J(LZ), A(L,)) of
J(a/b), A(a/b))=( { 24,31,39}, { {24,31}, (31,39}}), but do not lie on a common line of A(a/b). Let us define cycles of essential elements and compare them with cycles in a base of lines (J(L),A).
The interplay between these two kinds of cycles will be crucial in the sequel. For x, y E E(L) we defined x L y and x /1 y in Section 3. Now put x -y if either x L y or x 7 y. A cycle of essential elements is a tuplet (x1, . . , , x", x') with distinct essential wlements x1, . . . , x" such that (Vi) xi N xifl but (Vi) xi +x'+' (dealing with cycles of essential elements we calculate modulo n).
As a consequence of (12) ; it corresponds to the essential elements (8, 13, 11) (see Fig. 6 ). Unlike the second counterexample, the first counterexample is harmless in the sense that (61,68,56) can be completed to a cycle of essential elements (61,68,56,34,61). This is a general property of 2-distributive modular lattices (Lemma 18(a) ). Such lattices are the subject of the remainder of this section. The essential elements and lines of a 2-distributive modular lattice L enjoy nice properties. The key is provided by Lemma 17 below. This Lemma, as well as Lemma 18, is not stated explicitly in [9] , yet the basic proof ideas can there be found. Both lemmas will be of paramount importance in Section 7.
Lemma 17 [9] . Let L be a 2-distributive modular lattice. Let x, ye E(L) be noncomparuble and such that (x1/x0) and (yr/y,,) have some common lower transpose (e/f). Then
x + y is an M,-element (n 2 2) and one has p + q =x + yfir all p E J(Xi/'Xo), q E J( yj/yo) (i, .i # 1).
As a guideline to the proof consider, e.g., in Proof. From the assumption it follows that (e/f) is also a common lower transpose for each pair of quotients (X/Xi), (y/yj) (i, j# 1). 
But this implies 6(xi+yj)=6(xi)+6(yj)-
G(xiYj)=6(x2)+6(Y2)-6(x2Y2)=6(x2+Y2)t
i.e. Xi f yj= x + Y. Next show that x + y is an M,-element
(n32).
From S(xy/x0y0)=S(x/x,)=S(y/y,,)=2 follows 6(x+y/x0+y0)=2, whence it suffices to show that w<x+y implies waxO+y,. Clearly xw 5 x and yw 5 y. The assumption xw = xi, yw =yj (i,j# 1) gives the contradiction W~Xi+yj=X+y.
NOW xw=xl implies w>,x1+yw3x1+y,,3x0+y,, and similarly yw = y, implies w > x0 + y,. Finally, fix p E J(Xi/Xo) and 4 E J( yj/yo) (i,j # 1).
Since p + q d x + y it suffices to check that w<x + y implies p fi w or q $ w. The cases w =x0 +y and w =x+yo being symmetric, assume that w #x+y,. this is impossible in a 2-distributive lattice. Indeed, x2 + y, + u = x2 + ( y, + y3 + x2) (x3 + y2) = ( y, + y, + x2) (xZ+xg+y2)=x+y and X2+U=(X2+Xg+yz) (xz+y3)=x2+y3 and y2+U=
The assumption pdXi+yj 
(b) If moreover x, ye E(a/b) for some prime quotient a/b then necessarily zd b, so pE J(b).
As before, to illustrate (a), consider, e.g., the elements x := 61, y := 56 and p := 15 of Fig. 5(a) .
Proof. By assumption x1 /x0 and y, /y. have the common lower transpose p/p whence -Lemma 17 will be applicable.
(a) As in the proof of Lemma 17, (xy, .x2y, xy2, h2,2, xZy2} (h2,z := x2y2 +p) is a covering sublattice M,. Pick a quotient z/z0 minimal with the property that (xy/x2y2) L (z/zo) and p<z (possibly (z/zo)=(xy/x2yz)).
It suffices to show that z is essential. Assuming the converse one has (z/zo) L (w/we) for some quotient w/w0 (W #z). But then p $ w by the minimality assumption for z/zo. There are two elements z1,z2 with z. < zl, z2 < z and p $ z1 z2 (otherwise p dzo <x0). Let Proof of (15) . The claim is trivial if some of the elements p, q, r are identical. Otherwise x:= p + q and y:= p + r are essential by (13) . Assume they were not comparable. Since See, e.g., Fig. 6 (a) and (b). On the other side, it is natural to consider 2-distributive modular lattices which even are 'globally acyclic'. These lattices will reappear in the remaining Sections 7, 8 and 9.
More about modular lattices and partial linear spaces
This section contains four somewhat technical lemmas. Lemma 19 gives a nice formula for the rank of an arbitrary base of a 2-distributive modular lattice. In the other three lemmas the lattices L are moreover of order 2. Lemma 20 shows that the cycles of shape (6) or (7) For the modular lattice L3 in Fig. 6 
one has r(J(L,), A(L3))+c(J(L3), A(L,))=
The following lemma states that this cannot happen in a 2-distributive modular lattice.
Lemma 19. For each base of lines (J(L), A) of a 2-distributive modular lattice L one has r(J(L), A)+c(J(L), /1)=6(L).
Proof. In view of (11) the above equation (14) and (16) each cycle of essential elements induces a cycle in an approximate base. Conversely, it follows easily from Lemma 18(a) that each cycle in a base induces a cycle of essential elements. Thus the acyclicity of all bases is in turn equivalent to the non-existence of cycles of essential elements.
In the remainder of this section only 2-distributive modular lattices of order 2 are considered. So any base of such a lattice is a 3-space.
Lemma 20. Let L be a 2distributive modular lattice of order 2 with a base of lines (J(L), A). Then any subset CC J(L) ofshape (6) or (7) satisfies (VqE C) q<x(C-{q}).
Proof. If C has shape (6), then the claim is trivial by definition of a line of a modular lattice. So assume that C= {ql, . ., q,,,} is of shape (7). Unfortunately (or interestingly?) this case is more complicated. Let xi be the M,-element which belongs to the line ri_l,qi, ri (1 di<m).
By symmetry it suffices to show q1 <q2+ ... +q,,,, and this follows of course from x2, xm Q q2 + ... +qm. Again by symmetry it is enough to prove the following. (17) x2<q2+ ..* +qm.
Proofof(17).
We shall see that indeed x2 6 qi + qj for suitable qi, qj (i, j# 1). The fact below will be applied two times in the subsequent case distinction (see Fig. 8 ).
(18) Let e/f be a prime quotient and assume that x # y are comparable MS-elements.
(XI/Q) L (elf) and (YI/YO) L (e/f) then either (x1/x0) L (y/yJ or
Proof of(18). Indeed, clearly y $ x0 and x $ y,,, so x L y or y L x. The cases being symmetric assume x L y. Since (x,/x,) L y( fi # 1) yields the contradiction x =e+y= y one has (x1/x,,) L y. The case (x1/x0) L ( y/yl) yields the contradiction e<xo. Fig. 9 ). Then in particular x3 L x2 is impossible, so either x2 L (r2/r2) d x3 or x2 L x3. In the first case x2 and x3 have the common lower transposer2/r2.
Case (i): There is no xk with (x:/xi) L x2 and (x:/x:) L xkml (see
Since q2 and q3 are in admissible positions, Lemma 17 yields x2 <x2 +x3 = q2 <q3. Now assume x2 L x3, say (xl/x,') L (x3/x:). Let i33 be maximal with the property that (t/3 <j<i) (cl It remains to check that xi+' #x1: First observe that x2 <xi+ ' yields the contradiction xi = x2 + Ti d xi+ ', and xi+ ' < x2 yields ri <x2 whence ~~=r~+x'=x~.Thus,ifx~+~--x ', then the connection between x1 and x2 is necessarily x1 L (rl/rl) /n x2. But then xi>rl +ri=xi+'.
This shows that xi+'=xl is impossible. (cl) (xl/x:) 1( x'+l (E # 1). Then XI, qi, X'+l, ql + 1 qualify for Lemma 17 and one obtains x2 <x'+x'+i =qi+ ql+ 1. Again we claim that x'+i #x1: The assumptions xl+ 1 <x2 respectively x2 < x1 + ' yield the contradictions xi = x2 +x1 = x2 respectively x'=x~+x'<x'+~. Thus, if xz+l=xl, then necessarily x'+l L (rl/rl) ? x2. But then rIeJ(x:fl/~b+l) implies rl$J(x:+'/xb+') whence x'+'=x'+r,<x~This shows that xl+ 1 =x1 is impossible.
(~2) (xl/x:) 1( xl+', say (xl/x:) 1( (x:"/xb").
If xl+' is incomparable with xi one concludes as in (cl) that x2 <x'+x'+' =qi+qr+ 1 (xl+' #x1 by precisely the same reasoning as in (cl)). If xl+ 1 and xi are comparable then (x:"/xb+l) L (xi/xi) (a # 2) by (18) and the maximality of 1. Because of ql+ 1 4 J(xi+ '/xF ') one has x2<x'+' =4i+41+1 (xl+l #x1 since x2<xb+'). Since by assumption x1/x,, transposes downwards there are other points q in J(xl/xO). Because of (p/p) 7 (x1/x0) L (q/q) the points p and q are in the same subdirect component of the lattice x,/O, whence by (11) connected in the base (J(xl), n(x,)). If (p, pl, . . . . q) is a path in (J(xl), n(x,)) then the line [p, pl] # gx is incident with p.
(b) We first show a general property of braces (xl/x,,) L y' -... -ym 1( (x2/x0).
(19) For all p~J(x~/x~) and qEJ(xZ/xO) there is a projectivity of the form (p/p) 7 (WI/W:) L (rl/rl) 7 (w'/wi) L (r2/r2) 7 ... L (rk/rk) /* (w"+'/wt") L (q/q) with M,-elements wi $y and r;E J(L).
---Proofof( 19). It is best to give a typical example (see Fig. 11 ). Suppose p 6 y, and q d y,.
Pick arbitrary rl l J(y:/y:) and r\EJ(y$/yh). According to (13) and (15) and (x2/x0). We may assume that one of them is the middlepoint of gX (otherwise pick p, q corresponding to the quotients (x2/x0) and (x3/x0) of the other brace). Thus, to create a nonregular cycle, it suffices to show that there is a path cannot involve gX since x $ w:. Similarly there is a path between t2 and ri not involving gX. Concatenating these two paths with gi={ tl, tZ, t3} yields an appropriate path between ri-1 and ri. 0
The converse of (a) and a partial converse of(b) hold as well. To establish this fact, it is necessary to have a closer look at the M,-elements in E(a/b) = {x E E(L) 1 x <a, x $6)
where a/b is a prime quotient of a modular lattice L of order 2.
By ( A zA(b) ) is the regular space obtained so far (before treating x). We shall carry over the following three additional properties of (J, A).
(21) (i) The isolated points of(J, A) are contained in J(b). (ii) If the middlepoint ofa line g4 is incident with other lines of A, then zg is of type 3.
(iii) Zfg E /1 is such that z := z, is oftype (3.1) 
with braces between (z,/zO) and (zP/zO), then the endpoints of g belong to J(z,/zO) and J(zP/zO).
It suffices to extend (J, A) to a regular space ( J', A') with (21) which contains a line gX belonging to x. This will be done by a case distinction according to the type of x.
Let us put in front the following fact which will be frequently used. r, it follows that ( J', A') (J' := J, /1' :=/1 u (gX}) is a regular space. Besides (21)(i) also (21)(") 11 remains true: The space (J', A') has one more line than ( J, A) whose middlepoint is not isolated, namely gX with x of type 3. Finally, by the choice of xi, xj < x, (2l)(iii) is satisfied for gx if x has type (3.1).
S&case(b):
{i,j}#{1,2},say (i,j}={1,3}.Th' is case is completely analogous to (a) (here the point belonging to (x2/x0) is the middlepoint of gJ. We have shown that assumption (ii) guarantees a regular base (J(L), /i), and it is clear from the proof that ( J(L),A) is a mpi space if all M,-elements have type G(2.1). 0
Observe that even lattices with Ma-elements only of type d (2.1) can have non-regular bases, so a careful choice of the base is really necessary! The regular base (J(L),/1) constructed in Lemma 22 is generally not unique. There are many ways to choose a maximal chain 0 < a, < a2 < ... < a, = 1 and one can also choose the middlepoints at ease in the first and second case. Note that a suitable choice of these two parameters can be decisive for getting (all the same) regular bases, when condition (20) is violated.
Sufficient conditions for cp embeddability of modular lattices into partition lattices
Distributive lattices L are cp embeddable into partition lattices by a simple direct argument:
Any yt = 6(L) independent atoms of Part(n + 1) generate a covering Boolean sublattice which itself contains an isomorphic copy of L as a covering sublattice. For modular lattices the problem is more challenging. By Theorem 6 a modular lattice L which is cp embeddable into a partition lattice is necessarily 2-distributive and of order 2. Our main result is the following partial converse. correspond to the points of (J (L,), A) . The graph G itself is depicted in Fig. 13(a) . Its cycle matroid satisfies (1) and (2). The blocks of the partition assigned to a EL, are the vertex sets of the connected components of the subgraph G' := ( V, J(a)) (see Theorem 7) . For example, the subgraph G' := ( V, J(43)) is shown in Fig. 13(b) . Table 1 lists all 71 partitions obtained in that way. Observe that canceling the doubly irreducible 53 E L2 yields a lattice all of whose Ma-elements have type G(2.1) (but the M,-elements 34, 64, 68 have no irreducible lower covers). Which modular lattices L are k-linear for all fields k? By the above, such a lattice L does not contain as a sublattice the subspace lattice of a nondegenerate projective plane. Hence L must be 2-distributive by (4) . In a remarkable paper Jonsson and Nation [lo] showed that conversely each 2-distributive modular lattice L is (cp) k-linear for any field k with ) kJ > ) LJ. In [9] this result was improved to the following. Each 2-distributive modular lattice L is k-linear over any field k, and cp k-linear for lk ( 3 o Observe that for 2-distributive modular lattices L the above inequality
IJ(L)Ia26(L)-s(L) can be sharpened to IJ(L))>26(L)-s(L)+r*(L),
with equality iff L is moreover of order 2. This follows easily from Lemma 19.
Let P denote the class of modular lattices which are cover preserving embeddable into a partition lattice. Then 9 properly contains the class of acyclic modular lattices (Theorem 23) and is properly contained in the class of all 2-distributive modular lattices of order 2 (Theorem 6). Recall that the cp k-linear representability of lattices from 9 is established in Corollary 9 without the use of 2-distributivity.
To be concrete, consider, e.g., the lattice L, of Fig. 1 
